Step-in-a-Box Pool Installation Guide

1. Line up your Steps with your pool liner guard.

2. Lower Step into pool on an angle. This will trap less air.

3. The Step will sink and settle into the pool on its own.

4. If the Step is not sitting level, you have trapped air.

Helpful Tips about Installing Steps into Pool:

- Trapped air prevents contact to mat.
Tip #2 Remove the last trapped air bubbles by tilting Right & Left 2-3 times

Tilt Step to the Right
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Tilt Step to the Right

Tip #2 Remove the last trapped air bubbles by tilting Right & Left 2-3 times

Tilt Step to the Left

Tip #3 Remove the last trapped air bubbles by tilting Forward & Back 2-3 times

Tilt Forward
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Tilt Forward

Tip #3 Remove the last trapped air bubbles by tilting Forward & Back 2-3 times

Tilt Back

Tip #3 Remove the last trapped air bubbles by tilting Forward & Back 2-3 times

Tilt Back
With air bubbles gone, the Step sits level

Lower Deck Flange

Use the screwdriver and screws provided to anchor Step to decking

Pro Tip# 4: Have someone standing on the Step before you anchor it to the deck!

Using screws and screw driver supplied, secure Post and Flange with single screw.

Next secure Flange to the deck with screwdriver and 5 screws.
Watch the complete online installation video for Step-in-a-Box.

http://kilobytegarage.com/stepinstallmovie.html